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Selected by guest editor Diane Schoemperlen, the 2021 edition of Best Canadian Stories

continues not only a series, but a legacy in Canadian letters.“The best short stories,” writes

editor Diane Schoemperlen, “are disruptive in all the best ways, diverse in all senses of the

word, always looking back and leading forward at the same time … they must be written in the

world, in the midst of a pandemic, in the midst of more horrifying news every day.” Submitted

and published by Canadian writers in 2020, Schoemperlen’s selections for Best Canadian

Stories 2021 feature work by established practitioners of the form alongside exciting

newcomers, and stories published by leading magazines and journals as well as those

appearing in print for the first time—all of which, as Schoemperlen writes, “bring us news of the

world and the shape of things to come.”Featuring work by:Senaa AhmadChris BaileyShashi

BhatMegan CallahanFrancine CunninghamLucia GaglieseAlice GauntleyDon GillmorAngélique

LalondeElise LevineColette MaitlandSara O’LearyJasmine SealyJoshua WalesJoy Waller

Praise for Best Canadian Stories“The legacy for Canadian literature in the Best Canadian

Stories series can’t be overstated. For years the collection has been the place to discover

Canadian writers.”—Winnipeg Free Press“Best Canadian Stories … combines both emerging

and established voices for a fascinating glimpse at the most exciting short fiction coming out of

this country.”—Open Book“The arrival, late in the fall each year, of [this] collection is always

cause for fanfare.”—Quill & Quire--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back

CoverSelected by guest editor Diane Schoemperlen, the 2021 edition of Best Canadian Stories

continues not only a series, but a legacy in Canadian letters.“The best short stories,” writes

editor Diane Schoemperlen, “are disruptive in all the best ways, diverse in all senses of the

word, always looking back and leading forward at the same time … they must be written in the

world, in the midst of a pandemic, in the midst of more horrifying news every day.” Submitted

and published by Canadian writers in 2020, Schoemperlen’s selections for Best Canadian

Stories 2021 feature work by established practitioners of the form alongside exciting

newcomers, and stories published by leading magazines and journals as well as those

appearing in print for the first time—all of which, as Schoemperlen writes, “bring us news of the

world and the shape of things to come.”Featuring work by:Senaa AhmadChris BaileyShashi

BhatMegan CallahanFrancine CunninghamLucia GaglieseAlice GauntleyDon GillmorAngélique

LalondeElise LevineColette MaitlandSara O’LearyJasmine SealyJoshua WalesJoy Waller--This

text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDiane Schoemperlen is the author of the

acclaimed novel In the Language of Love and of five short story collections including Forms of

Devotion (Viking) and The Man of My Dreams, which was nominated for Canada's Governor

General's Award for fiction. Her work has appeared widely in anthologies & magazines,

including Ms and Story. She lives in Kingston, Ontario.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.Read more
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ConsultedAcknowledgementsINTRODUCTIONDiane SchoemperlenThe short story still has

the flavour of a report from the front lines of history and existence.—Aleksandar Hemon,Best

European Fiction 2010Who were we, and why did we live? What is a story and how might it be

reimagined, opened up, transformed to accommodate all we’ve seen, all we’ve been hurt by, all

that’s been given, and all that’s been taken away?—Carole Maso,Break Every Rule: Essays on

Language, Longing, and Moments of DesireWhen the first edition of this series of annual

anthologies came out in 1971, I was still in high school and just beginning to discover the

wonders and the power of the short story. By the time I was in university I was hooked,

thoroughly smitten by the early story collections of Alice Munro—Dance of the Happy Shades;

Lives of Girls and Women; Something I’ve Been Meaning to Tell You; and Who Do You Think

You Are?—and Joyce Carol Oates—By the North Gate; Upon the Sweeping Flood; The Wheel

of Love; and Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been? I have been reading, writing, and

loving short stories ever since. I’ve also had a long relationship with this series, proud to have

my own stories appearing in the 1987, 1990, and 2008 editions. And now I am honoured to be

the guest editor for this, the fiftieth edition of Best Canadian Stories.I suspected this would be a

challenging task when I took it on and I was not wrong.My job was to choose what I considered

to be the fifteen best stories (plus another fifteen notable stories) written and/ or published by

Canadians in print and online journals in the year 2020. My definition of the word “Canadian”

was broad: born in Canada and still lives here; born in Canada and now lives elsewhere; born

elsewhere and now lives in Canada; born elsewhere and still lives elsewhere but spent some

significant part of their lives in Canada. Due to my own regrettable limitations as a unilingual

person, I was only able to read stories available in English. Between the end of July 2020 and

the end of May 2021, I looked at close to a thousand stories that appeared in twenty-four print

journals and twenty-four online journals, plus another twenty stories that were submitted



directly to me. In those ten months I was as thorough as I could possibly be in my reading but

even with all of that, I know there were probably other stories that I didn’t discover and would

have loved if I had.When I began reading for this anthology at the end of July 2020, here in

Canada we were about five months into the COVID-19 pandemic. All of our lives had been

upended—in relatively minor and manageable ways for some, but in irreparable and

catastrophic ways for so many others. At home alone with my three cats, I was perpetually

anxious and exhausted, grieving for the entire world. Time had gone all stretchy and weird. I

often didn’t know what month it was, never mind which day of the week. I was an early adopter

of the now ubiquitous mask and at the beginning of April, long before it became mandatory, I

started wearing one every time I left the house, even just to put out the garbage. In those early

COVID days, I was not accomplishing much of anything and not even feeling guilty about it:

taking reasonably good care of myself and the cats and the house seemed like

accomplishment enough on any given day. I did not take up yoga, meditation, or running. I did

not bake a single loaf of bread.When I wasn’t posting cat pictures on Facebook, texting with my

son, doomscrolling, or playing silly games on my phone, I was watching 90 Day Fiancé and

The Bachelor, these and other reality TV shows having absolutely nothing to do with reality and

thus somehow mitigating the overwhelming unreality of our actual reality—if you know what I

mean. I was also obsessively tracking the numbers locally, provincially, nationally, and

internationally. With my need to know what was happening slugging it out daily with my need to

protect my mental health, I was unable to look away from the news even though I knew I

should. And it wasn’t just the increasingly alarming COVID news—it was one tragic and

terrifying thing after another. To name just a few: there was the devastating evidence of climate

change causing more and more extreme weather events all over the world; there was

Canada’s worst mass shooting in Portapique, Nova Scotia, in April, and then the murder of

George Floyd by police in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in May and all that came after. The whole

world as we knew it was in upheaval. It was impossible not to wonder if these were the end

times. Was this the apocalypse now?My favourite Facebook meme of that time was a picture of

the red Breaking News banner with the words “Good lord what the fuck now” across the

bottom. At least there was one thing to be thankful for: the murder hornets never came.Unlike

many of my literary friends, I found myself unable to write. In the face of their exuberant

productivity, this felt like a shameful moral failure on my part and did indeed generate rather

large doses of guilt and frequent full-blown bouts of despair. I turned instead to my other

creative work and made collages about the pandemic and shared them on Facebook where

they were purchased as quickly as I could produce them. This process of creating and sharing

brought me a great measure of relief from the misery.Although my love of reading had helped

me through many crises in my life, now I found that it too had mostly deserted me. I was lost

and unmoored without it. This sudden lethargy and lack of interest regarding all things literary

was disturbing to say the least. My concentration and attention span had dwindled to the point

where I no longer had the bandwidth to read more than ten or twenty pages at a stretch. As a

person who has read two or three books a week for the last forty years, now it took me two or

three weeks to read one book, and then often not all the way to the end.My brain was so foggy

that it wasn’t until that first box of literary journals arrived in July 2020 that I finally realized

short stories could be the perfect antidote to this problem. I dipped in eagerly and my literary

lethargy began to lift. More boxes of print journals continued to arrive in the coming months, as

well as many files in digital form. Me being me, I found great satisfaction in setting up a system

of multiple lists, charts, and spreadsheets in an attempt to keep all this reading organized and

to give myself the illusion of having everything under control.I read through the summer. The



pandemic continued: lockdown, reopening, lockdown, reopening, repeat. Sometimes things got

better but it was never long before they got worse again. I lost track of which wave we were in. I

grew increasingly furious at those who would not follow the safety protocols. Disturbing news

on other fronts also continued apace. The few things that remained constant and predictable

from one day to the next were uncertainty, loneliness, frustration, exhaustion, and the

unnerving sense of living in a very long sci-fi horror movie.In September my work as an online

mentor for the Humber School for Writers resumed. I continued to read for the anthology

through the fall and early winter, squeezing it in now around everything else that needed to be

done. I was beginning to feel overwhelmed, not only by the amount of reading required, but

increasingly and more importantly, by the necessity of having to judge each story, to pick and

choose from so many good ones when there were so few that could actually be included in the

book. I read through the Christmas holidays. Thanks to COVID, this would be the first

Christmas I had ever spent entirely alone. Having never been a big fan of Christmas, I

convinced myself that this might actually be a pleasant change. It was not.In January 2021, I

bought myself a belated Christmas present: George Saunders’ brilliant new book, A Swim in a

Pond in the Rain: In Which Four Russians Give A Master Class on Writing, Reading, and Life—

the four Russians here being Tolstoy, Turgenev, Gogol, and Chekhov. This led me to begin

reading the 13-volume set of Chekhov stories I had bought myself as a somewhat extravagant

and ambitious Christmas present a decade earlier. I had dipped into this beautiful boxed set

several times over the intervening years, but now I was determined to read the entire set. And I

did.As I write this introduction, I realize I have spent the last six months in an intense state of

short story immersion, reading Chekhov every morning and stories for the anthology every

afternoon, sometimes in the evening too. Still the pandemic and the surreal were never far from

hand. On many April mornings, with the familiar and reassuring signs of spring outside and me

happily settled in my reading chair with Chekhov, a cup of coffee, and a cat or two, there would

come the sound of a helicopter flying low over my house, bringing COVID patients to the

Kingston hospital from cities whose own hospitals were filled beyond capacity.Reading

Chekhov’s stories written more than a century ago and all those brand-new “hot off the press”

stories in tandem helped clarify what was I looking for in this anthology.I wanted stories to

which I felt an immediate connection in the first few sentences. In a short story there is no room

for warming up the way there can be in a novel. In a short story, as in poetry, every word

matters. This kind of immediate connection is akin to what people often say about love: when

you find “the one,” you will just know. Based on my own rather extensive experience with both

love and stories, this advice is much more reliable when applied to stories.I wanted stories that

took risks—in voice, language, time, character, subject matter, point of view, form and

structure, plot or the lack thereof. My own work has been described as “challenging the short

story form.” Over the years I have found that the short story is always up to that challenge and

can be the perfect vehicle for taking chances. It is malleable, expansive, generous, flexible,

and, as I have found, always amenable to innovation, evolution, and revolution. I wanted stories

that would wreak havoc with conventions and expectations.I wanted stories that, to paraphrase

Raymond Carver in his fine essay “On Writing,” carried news from the writer’s world to mine

and I wanted stories in which there was some feeling of mystery or menace, a sense of tension

and things being set in relentless motion. I wanted stories that were more than one thing—

stories that were both simple and complex, gorgeous and gruesome, sparse and loaded,

humorous and heartbreaking.I wanted stories that lingered in my mind long after they were

read.I have found all of this and more in the fifteen stories included here. Rather than attempt

to “curate” my selections in some way, arranging them by theme or subject or style, I have



chosen simply to put them in alphabetical order by author’s last name. I’ve done this partly

because I love the alphabet—after all, where would we writers be without it?—but mostly

because I think this more impartial system of ordering will better replicate the sheer thrill of

discovery that I felt as I read each one of them for the first time.Whenever I read a book that

excites me, I immediately want to spread the word and press it into the hands of everyone I

know, saying, “You’ve got to read this so we can talk about it!” That’s exactly how I feel about

this book now that it’s done.Clearly, the short story is alive and thriving in the hands of

Canadian writers. The best short stories are disruptive in all the best ways, diverse in all

senses of the word, always looking back and leading us forward at the same time. As I write

this introduction at the end of June 2021, I recognize and understand more deeply that the best

short stories cannot be written in a vacuum. They must be written in the world, in the midst of a

pandemic, in the midst of more horrifying news every day of the bodies of Indigenous children

being found in unmarked graves at former residential school sites across Canada. They must

be written in the midst of trauma and despair and anger and shame, as well as in the midst of

whatever fleeting moments of peace and hope any of us can come by now.The best short

stories, like the fifteen featured here, will always bring us news of the world and the shape of

things to come.*LET’S PLAY DEADSenaa AhmadThere was a man, let’s call him Henry VIII.

There was his wife, let’s call her Anne B. Let’s give them a castle and make it nice. Let’s give

her many boy babies but make them dead. Let’s give him a fussy way of being. Let’s make her

smart and sneaky, because it’s such a mean thing to do.Let’s make it so she can’t escape.Let’s

seal the bottle, and shake it, and shake until our hands fall off.*It takes two swings to cut off her

head. Everyone does their best to pretend that the first one didn’t happen. In the awkward

silence afterwards, the swordsman says something about mercy or justice, a strangely fervent

soliloquy in French that might have made Anne herself emotional, but it’s a touch longwinded,

and no one’s paying him any attention. And she’s dead, so it’s especially beside the point.The

ministers dither in the courtyard, chancing last looks, murmuring, Exquisite mouth, just

exquisite. She is so beautiful, they agree, even beheaded.Henry will return to the body later,

when everyone’s gone and what’s left of her has been moved to the chapel. He will stand on

the threshold, halfway between one momentous decision and the next. He will kneel on the

dais beside her severed head and lay one ornately rubied hand along her frigid cheekbone.

Maybe he will stay five minutes. Maybe he will stay thirty-five. Maybe he will cry softly, but it

doesn’t matter, because there isn’t a nosy patron around to commission an oil painting for the

textbooks, and it doesn’t matter because she’s dead, she’s still very, very dead.He will leave as

furtively as he came, wiping his hand on his smock. Anne’s headless body and bodiless head

will be left to their own devices, her blood blackening, thickening on the ground, the gristle of

her neck tougher with every minute. The clock ticks. Night falls.It is her head that speaks first. It

says, “Is he gone?”Her body spasms, maybe a shrug, or maybe just a reflex.Her head opens

its eyes and looks this way, that way. It says, “It’s over? It really worked?”*We don’t need to

stick around while her body crawls its way to her head and fits itself back together. Every

excruciating inch of the stone floor is a personal coup, and every inch lasts the whole span of

human history. It is slow. It is clumsy. The head falls off a couple of times. The body is floppy

with atrophy. There is a lot of blood. She probably, definitely cries. It does not befit a queen.*He

is reading the Saturday paper, still in his shirtsleeves, when she breezes in the next morning.

The horizon of the paper lowers to the bridge of his nose. He is a man who wears his tension in

the way of a beautifully tuned piano, and in this moment he vibrates at a bewildered middle

octave.“Anne,” he says, at an absolute loss.“Henry,” she says, the picture of politeness.She sits

at the table. Not a hair out of place, not a leaky vein in sight. She butters her toast in four deft



strokes. A servant steps out from the shadows to fill her teacup to the brim. It’s all very serene,

domestic. If it takes her a few tries to put her toast back on the plate, or if he dabs his napkin

with a little extra violence, well, who can say. She slurps her tea, which they both know he

hates. He hoists his newspaper back up. Like this, they go on.*Of course she knows what

comes next. Let’s not fib.She is seized from her bed some weeks later, in a state of drowsy

dishabille, the wardens bristling with royal braid. This night will have the consistency of a

dream. The palace swims in sound and darkness. The youngest one, the boy or man who grips

her arm with one rubbery fist and studiously avoids her gaze, reminds her of the sons she has

lost in the womb. She wants to tell him, Don’t worry, the thing you’re afraid of, the girl, the job,

the rising cost of real estate in London, it will all work out someday—you’ll see, it all comes to

pass, but he is leading her to her death, so it seems a bit impolite.The cooks are baking down

in the kitchen. The yeasty comfort of this aroma, which reminds her of the seam of volcanic

heat that escapes when she cracks a fresh loaf, of a day opening beneath her, is too much.

She shuts her nostrils. Her silk nightgown flaps at her ankles. When she can, she reaches out

and touches the walls, the radiators, the edges of doorframes. Reminding herself that she is

here, now, she is alive, that this dream is all too real. She can’t falter yet. There’s work to do.A

gibbet stands in the courtyard beneath a lonesome moon. They thread the noose around her

neck with genteel care, snugly, even though the youngest one quakes every time his skin

makes contact with hers. Up in the turret window, she sees Henry watching at a distance, as

he does best. A coward in his big-boy breeches.It is a quick death. The noose is tight. The drop

is long. No one’s trying to be cruel here. One person cries out but is quickly silenced. The

wardens double-check, triple-check to make sure she’s properly dead this time. From the

courtyard to the turret, they flash a thumbs-up to Henry. He lets the curtain fall. This time, he

does not visit her tenderly. It is done.The wardens will return to their card games, all except the

youngest one, who will mourn her without meaning to. He will simmer with sorrow for hours

until, without warning to himself or others, he punches a wall so hard he fractures most of the

knuckles in his right hand, leaving a fist-size whorl of buckled plaster as a signature.And when

she wakes up, hours later, on a slab of wintry marble in the royal morgue, it’s with a broken

neck and very little air in her lungs. She adjusts her neck the way she might correct a crooked

hat—difficult without a proper mirror, but she manages. She tightens the belt on her flimsy

nightgown and slips through the haunted halls, pausing only when she reaches the king’s

chambers. She doesn’t knock. She doesn’t crow or look for consolation, although the pang is

there, and it feels unstoppable. Instead, with great effort, she continues on to her apartments,

where she goes right back to bed. She is wiped, and the throb in her neck is telling her to

conserve strength. But most of all, it is such a trivial insult to him, so small, so vicious, to fall

asleep as soundly as she does this night.*For a time, it is quiet. Henry waits. He consults his

advisers, who are just as baffled. He tries to get his head around the situation, but at least he

has the good grace to do it far from her.You will want to hear that Anne takes solace in these

precarious days, so let’s say that’s true: she takes that trip she always meant to, an ethereal

island resort where every day the indigo waters whisper Get out, get out while you still can and

the jacarandas whistle a jaunty tune of existential dread. She cashes in her many retirement

portfolios, she doesn’t so much throw parties as fling them, handfuls of bacchanalia into those

feverishly starlit nights.Or: she digs her heels deep into the Turkish carpets of her palatial

apartments and doesn’t budge. In the bruised hours between dusk and midnight, she feels a

joy so grandiose that it fills the empty canals and sidewalks within her. She takes to

promenades around the gardens, drinking in the virtuous geraniums in their neat rows and the

slightly ferocious hedge maze with its blooming thistles and uncertain corners. She grows



sentimental about centipedes and spiders and wasps and belladonna and ragwort and nettles

and every other hardscrabble weed, every pernicious pest. I’m still here, she says to the

wasps, the centipedes, the belladonna, the ragwort. I’m still here.The joy of the narrow escape

is that it unfurls into hours, hidden doors that lead to secret passages of days, even if those

days are numbered, even if she knows it. None of it is hers and it’s all she’s got. She loses

herself, like a woman in a myth, unstuck in borrowed time, unravelling with possibility.And yes,

maybe she feels a few inches of gratitude for the armistice he has granted her. And yes, of

course, the waiting days smother her, the twinned knowing and not-knowing what happens

after, imagining Henry at every turn, cartoony with rage or puzzlement, but what is she to do?

*After that, he drowns her himself. And who could blame him? If you want a job done right,

you’d better know the end of this sentence. He comes upon her in the bath. He wraps his

hands around her bare shoulders and thrusts her beneath the bathwater. Soap bubbles and air

bubbles bloom in multitude. An artery in his skull skitters wildly. The water fights. The walls

steam with tension.She tries to thrash away from him, of course. She tries to defend herself, of

course. But he’s six foot two, built like a linebacker, and she is not. There is nothing more

complicated here. He is not the first man to do this, or the wealthiest, or the angriest. He

certainly isn’t the last. As they say, it’s a tale as old as time.Eventually the water stills. Her body

floats. He sits on the brim of the tub, head bowed, the cuffs of his doublet dripping, his fingers

pruning a gentle shade of violet. Up close, murder is a messy business, decidedly unroyal, too

much flesh and screaming. He sits in wait—for how long, who knows. When the surface moves

again and she sits up, feral-eyed and vomiting bathwater, he sighs.“What do we do with you?”

he says, not so much a question as a regret. And she has no answer, of course she has no

answer.*It is he who helps her out of the tub, although she resists. He hands her the bathrobe,

courteously studying the mosaic of the floor while she covers up. He helps her back to her

rooms.You will want her to scream at him, perhaps. To shove her house key through the soft

wetness of his eye, to land a solid, bone-cracking punch to his solar plexus, or at the very least

to kick him in his royalest of parts, but she has just survived death. She is alive. Today, that will

have to be enough.*Anne’s ladies never stray far. Where are they going to go? They hold their

tongues. They massage their fists back into impassive hands. They, too, have intimate

knowledge of the place between a rock and an even harder rock.Sometimes they will perform

small acts of metonymy. A pamphlet folded into a paper airplane is a clandestine invitation to

the city. They will fetch her those darling meringue pastries if she is doleful, and so when they

say, We will bring you the French cookies, it means We are rooting for you to find a way.Or: an

elegantly embroidered handkerchief means I bayoneted this cloth nine thousand forty-two

times and imagined it was the flesh of your enemies. A pair of white gloves means We will help

you bury the bodies. We will not ask questions. We know you did what had to be done.If they

tune up her automobile restlessly, it’s to say, Are you listening? We have a plan.A book of

poems with no poems inside is this: You are not defined by the tragedy of it. There is always

one more page.They will nod with such enthusiasm that they black out, which means Do you

know how much we hate this?Sometimes they will weep in private, because there is too much

to be said and nowhere to say it. Because they know that leaving is the most dangerous thing

she can do. Because all they want is the impossible and is that really so much? Because this is

one of the very few ways they can uncork their anger, and it is such a fine vintage, the very

best. Because their fury is the scaffolding upon which their waiting lives are begotten, and it is

so fathomless and pure, it clenches up their jaws and grinds their teeth into their gums. In this

particular case, their tears mean We will be your remembrance. We will salt the earth with the

blood of our eyes so nothing can ever grow again.*Henry is learning.He gets crafty. He invents



the portable long-barrelled firearm. Then he invents the firing squad. Then he invents acute

ballistic trauma. Then he sends his wardens to find her.But while he’s busy doing all that, she’s

been busy, too, inventing: cardiopulmonary resuscitation. The telephone. The 911 call. First-

response teams. Modern-day surgery. Organ transplants. Crash carts. Gurneys. Subsidized

medicine. She improvises like it’s the only thing she knows how to do.It is ugly, obviously. There

is quite a lot of blood and gore and spattered internal organs. But she lives. Still, she lives.*Lest

you think it’s all maudlin garden strolls and gallows touched by moonlight, let’s admit that Anne

and Henry still have their moments. Like the time a scullery maid starts a stovetop fire and trips

the palace-wide alarm. All around the castle, the sprinkler systems kick in, first in the kitchens,

then in the great hall, and then everywhere, misting porous manuscripts, Brylcreemed foreign

dignitaries, the throne room, everyone on their toilets, Henry’s collection of vintage cameras,

and Anne in her finest silk pajamas, snoring over her watercolours. Still very much not

dead.She escapes to the nearest balcony. And as she wrings her ruined shirt and her hair in

futility, a window creaks open and who should climb through but Henry, his arms filled with

soaking scrolls almost as tall as himself. He sees her sodden in her nightclothes and begins to

guffaw.She says, “That’s not very kingly,” feeling hurt, and more vulnerable than she wants to

be, and probably a little foolish.He says, “Well, you don’t look especially queenly,” and drops

the scrolls in a heap. She despairs at her reflection in the window.“The gossip magazines are

going to love this look,” she says.“Easy fix,” he says. “Here.” He sweeps up to the balcony’s

edge, blotting her from view of the courtyard. So close that she’s immediately on high alert.

She steps back. Every muscle clamped.“You need more width,” she says, with all the calm she

can summon.He begins to windmill his arms like a complete fool. He doesn’t say a word, just

churns his arms up and down with intense concentration. And to her own surprise, she starts

to laugh. She can’t help it. He does his best deadpan, smile uncracked, but it’s there in the

twitch of his eyebrows, the twinkle in his eye.“What’s your plan here?” she says.“Trickery,” he

says, not missing a step. “Misdirection. Excellent upper-arm strength.”You may be thinking that

this would be an opportune time to push him off the balcony, make it look like an accident, and

maybe you wouldn’t be wrong. But he’s still the size of a world-class heavyweight boxer, and

she is still most decidedly not. And yes, she’s eager to please, and yes, even now, he can find

ways to disarm her utterly. And yes, this moment, precious as it is, has a kind of power on its

own, a force, and the ache of laughter in her abdomen will sustain her a few days longer. Do

you really want to take that away from her?*It’s easy to say that it becomes a game for him,

and a game for her. In Anne’s case, if it’s a game, the game is Monopoly, her game piece is a

pewter chicken with its head décapité, the banker is a scoundrel and a cheat, the properties

disintegrate every time she lands on them, and the dice are made of fire. What game is this to

him? If he’s winning, does it even matter?But for her, how’s this for an alternative: on a spectral

day in autumn, a cockroach tumbles across Anne’s writing desk like a very squirmy, very small

shooting star. It is swift, intrepid. In its wayward progress, it hemorrhages anxiety.Its clumsy,

heroic journey plucks the tenderest meat inside her. Is it any surprise that she sees something

in the cockroach that hums on the same frequency as she does? She builds tranquil highways

with her hands, one at a time, and is rewarded when the roach travels safely through. Her

triumph is no small thing.She hopes it is a girl cockroach, that the baseboards and the cracks

in the wall are seething with her unhatched eggs, that beneath the floors the concrete is

bulging with her magnificent cockroach babies. She hopes they are abundant and hungry. That

every day, each year, the cockroaches and their cockroach babies encroach in an ever-

expanding circle from their nest. That when civilization crumbles into the ground, and textbooks

get chucked en masse into the sea, and all of this is done and gone—and it will be done, it will



be gone, she’s got to believe that the universe has a long memory and a short temper and that

this, this is nothing—they will still be here, in the walls, under the floors, teeming, multiplying,

ravenous, devouring, surviving.*He has his body servant stuff handkerchiefs down her throat.

What you might call a reverse magic trick. Silk handkerchiefs, floral handkerchiefs, designer

ones, handkerchiefs dipped in eau de cologne, ones that carry the perfume of another woman,

while Henry lurks in the doorway, exultant.It is such an absurd way to die that she begins to

laugh, and once she starts laughing, it’s too late, she can’t stop. She even helps the servant

stuff them down her throat. It is not pleasurable, by any means, but it bewilders him and leaves

Henry stunned.“Um, should I keep going?” the body servant is asking Henry, the last thing she

remembers before she dies.*Sometimes he is fuzzy on the details. Sometimes he will forget

and call her by the names of his other wives and she will have to correct him. He might leave

her alone if she were somebody else, it’s true. But she is unwilling to be forgotten.“I’m Anne,”

she says impatiently. “Anne. Remember? Not Jane or Other Anne or Catherine. You haven’t

killed those ones yet.”

The book by Diane Schoemperlen has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided

feedback.
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